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Gather some teammates and create a cohort of budding scientists. 

Using littleBits powered by Sphero, teams will be challenged to 

design and program a museum display using the Invention Cycle. 

Your inventions should highlight research conducted about an 

animal or ecosystem by creating an interactive museum display 

designed to educate and engage the public. Your display should 

address the importance of conservation efforts to protect the 

animal and its ecosystem.

This is your chance to become a scientist and teach 
others about an organism in the Animal Kingdom! Biologists, zoologists, and 

other scientists have the 
opportunity to spend time 
studying the animal kingdom. 
What does it take to become 
one of these experts in the 
field? Education, dedication, 
and a love for animals!
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With your team, brainstorm the problem you will solve. What senses are you 
trying to enhance or recreate with your invention? Who would this invention 
serve in the real world?

During the challenge season, you will document your learning in your engineering journal. 
Each team will showcase their museum display in a video explaining  your design process, 
and presenting your final invention in action!

Scope out your idea and design your initial solution. Test out your invention 
to see what works and what needs improvement.

This is your opportunity to experiment with fixes and improvements. Track 
your observations and try to improve or add more details to your design.

Create a video pitch that explains the problem your invention addresses and 
your design process. Then present your invention by showing it in action!

The top teams from the littleBits Invent 
4 Good: Animal Kingdom event will be 
invited to participate in the Sphero 
World Championship in Spring 2023.
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In this Mission, your team of ethologists will program 

BOLT to imitate the lives, behaviors, and actions of 

some of nature’s most fascinating animals!

BOLT is an extremely versatile robot. In 
fact, it can imitate your favorite animals 
if you program it to.  

The study of animal behavior 
(Ethology) teaches us a lot about 
how animals interact with their 
natural environment, which 
provides valuable information on 
how to help conservation efforts 
for all animals. 
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The top teams from the BOLT: Animal 
Behavior event will be invited to 
participate in the Sphero World 
Championship in Spring 2023.

Teams will design, program, and engineer their BOLTs to solve the animal behavior Mission 
Objectives that await them. Only the most dedicated and practiced programmers can 
become the best BOLT ethologists to: 

During the challenge season, you will document your learning in your engineering journal. 
Each team will showcase the successful completion of each Mission Objective by submitting 
their program code and video evidence.

program up to two BOLTs to navigate through wild missions and solve problems

harness your creativity and transform BOLT as your program it to imitate animal behaviors

create and engineer interactions for BOLT as part of the Mission Objectives
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With your Sphero Global Challenge team, you will build 
your computational thinking skills, collaboration skills, 
and creativity by:

creating your ideal 2D or 3D  zoo for one indi to navigate

transforming a second indi into a favorite animal with 
craft supplies 

using the Sphero Edu Jr. app to take your zoo experience 
to the next level!

When you walk into any zoo, 
you’re given a map of how the 
zoo looks and where all of the 
animal exhibits are located. 
Make indi your guide in this 
challenge, by using indi’s 
abilities to navigate around 
your zoo.

The top 10 teams of the indi: To the Zoo event will be recognized 
on the Sphero blog and social media. Teams from this event will 
not compete in the Sphero World Championship in Spring 2023.

During the challenge season, teams will document their learning process 
with both pictures and words. Each team will showcase the successful 
completion of each Mission Objective by submitting pictures and videos.


